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New FDA Regulatory Site to Promote Discussions in the Healthcare and Life 

Sciences Industries 
 

Philadelphia, PA, Release: August 1, 2020.  
 
FDA regulatory attorney Darshan Kulkarni has launched a new site about the life science and 
healthcare sectors. The site is a forum to hear Darshan discuss the direction healthcare is taking, 
and how the life sciences are continuing to evolve. The DarshanTalks website offers 
professionals within the life sciences an opportunity to hear from industry leaders and stay 
informed about current topics relating to pharmacy and healthcare such as drug costs, FDA 
regulations and breaking topics like drug reimportation and patient engagement including 
discussions about the COVID-19 crisis. 
 
The DarshanTalks site offers an archive of past podcast episodes, upcoming speaking events 
with Darshan, and a press kit for those wishing to book Darshan for a speaking engagement. 
 
More information can be found at: https://www.darshantalks.com 
 
Anyone with an interest in keeping up with current issues within the life science industry can 
head over to the DarshanTalks website and explore the new format. The site is designed to 
provide companies and individuals with the information they need to stay on top of regulatory 
issues in their field. Come hear FDA regulatory attorney Darshan Kulkarni interview 
entrepreneurs in the life sciences on his podcast, DarshanTalks. Each week, Darshan covers 
topics from regulatory concerns to broader issues such as patient centricity and data transparency 
with his guests. DarshanTalks is a valuable resource for life science professionals who want to 
learn more about navigating clinical regulations, product launches and life science marketing. 

https://www.darshantalks.com/


 

Join Darshan as he explores important topics including drug pricing and the emergence of virtual 
engagement for HCP and patients.  
 
The site also provides a list of upcoming conferences for which Darshan will be a featured 
speaker. These conferences offer life science professionals a chance to engage with regulatory 
experts and successfully navigate issues including data transparency, health IT and FDA 
regulations. 
 
DarshanTalks provides companies and individuals with a way to connect with Darshan directly 
and stay informed about current issues in the life sciences. Those who are interested in 
scheduling a consultation or booking Darshan for a conference can either email client relations 
associate Sarah Vince at sarah@kulkarnilawfirm.com or get in touch using the contact form 
provided on the site. 
 
Full details of the services available can be found by visiting: https://www.darshantalks.com. 

https://www.darshantalks.com/

